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BACKGROUND
There are more than 3 million LGBT (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender) people in Britain 
who are worth an estimated £80bn to the British economy each year (Stonewall, 2014). The 
“Pink Pound” has long since been known as a valuable market segment. 

In 2013, VisitScotland was approached by the Scottish Government and the 
EqualityNetwork to help with research into the LGBT market. This was to inform the 
provision of LGBT visitor information and welcome, initially focused on the unique 
opportunities of 2014 Homecoming Scotland, the Commonwealth Games, Ryder Cup and 
MTV Europe Awards.
 
However, it quickly became evident that a wider investigation into the travel needs of the 
LGBT market was necessary due to the opportunities to promote Scotland as an LGBT 
friendly destination, in light of recent changes to marriage legislation in the UK and a 
tipping point in public support in favour of same-sex couples. 

This document highlights the key research findings relating to LGBT travel and perceptions 
of Scotland as an LGBT friendly destination.

USING AND INTERPRETING CONSUMER RESEARCH
Please use the following as guidance notes when interpreting the results from this research. 

• Online survey.

• 930 responses were received. 

• Sent to individuals on the Equality Network’s mailing list, Twitter and Facebook pages. 

• Also distributed by similar LGBT equality organisations in core markets such as United 
States, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Germany, France, Spain, Italy, Netherlands.

• The survey was designed in partnership with the EqualityNetwork and VisitScotland; 
with input from the Scottish Government policy teams.

• Survey carried out between Monday 17th February and Friday 28th March 2014. 

• Respondents were invited to take part and win £250 worth of travel vouchers, 
provided by the Equality Network. 

• 60% of respondents had taken a holiday or short break in Scotland in the last year.

Background 
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The majority of survey participants 
currently live in Scotland with about 
one fifth living in the rest of the UK and 
just over 1 in 10 from the rest of the 
world (ranging from the United States to 
Australia).

Sample profile 

Scotland
68%

Rest of UK
19%

Rest of world
13%

 (Q. Where do you currently live? Base 930)

Most also identify as LGBT and this 
research represents a good insight into 
the travel needs of this particular market:

Gay man 
(41%)

Lesbian 
(30%)

Bisexual 
(17%)

Straight 
(7%) 

Other 
(5%)

No comment 
(13%) 

(Q. What is your sexual orientation? Base: 806)

70% are in employment either full or part 
time. Interesting to note that 15% are full 
time students. 

Age Profile

16-24 19%

25-34 31%

35-44 20%

45-54 19%

55-64 9%

65-74 2%

75+ 1%

Q. Which of the following age categories are 
you in? Base: 823)

(Q. Which of the following categories best 
describes your current working status? Base: 
825)

60%

10%

4%

15%

10%
0%

Mostly younger people responded to the 
survey with 50% being under the age of 35.
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Scotland is a desirable destination for LGBT visitors; 64% are regular or occasional 
visitors to Scotland. 48% of those who have never visited Scotland from outside the UK 
said they would like to do so in future. Only 2% said they were unlikely to take a holiday 
or short break in Scotland: 

(39%) REGULARS
I often take short breaks or holidays in Scotland and intend to do so again within the next year

(25%) OCCASIONALS
I sometimes take short breaks or holidays in Scotland and intend to do so again in the next couple 

of years

(22%) LAPSED
I have taken a short break or holiday in Scotland once or twice before and might do so again

(12%) PROSPECTS
I sometimes take short breaks or holidays in Scotland and intend to do so again in the next couple 

of years

(2%) REJECTORS
I am not likely to take a short break or holiday in Scotland in the future

(Q. Which one of these statements do you most agree with? Base: 923)

Frequently Occasionally Total 

Friend(s) 26% 58% 84%

Partner 58% 18% 75%

On my own 29% 41% 70%

Family Member 14% 54% 69%

Children 7% 17% 24%

Colleague(s) 3% 29% 32%

Other 1% 2% 2%

(Q. When you travel do you do so with anyone else? Base: 828)

Respondents travel most often with their partner, family or friends. Interestingly, a large 
proportion travel by themselves. The younger profile of respondents who completed the 
survey may be of influence here.
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LGBT holidays in Scotland 
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Among those who had visited Scotland recently, the most common type of holiday or 
short break in Scotland was a rural/countryside/coastal break (62%). This type of trip to 
Scotland was most popular with Scottish and rest of UK visitors. City breaks (38%) were 
the second most common type of trip and were more popular among visitors from the 
rest of the world. 

The influences on taking a trip to Scotland are similar for LGBT visitors as with other 
visitors. Making a repeat trip, visiting particular attractions, visiting friends and family 
and special occasions were cited as key to deciding to visit Scotland, in addition to 
Scotland’s beautiful natural and built heritage (one of the biggest influences on trips to 
Scotland in general).

Scenery

People

Beautiful
FriendlyCountry

Edinburgh
Travel history

Culture
Landscape

Love

Live

Family

Friends

MusicNatural

Places

GoodCountryside

Visit
Heritage

Glasgow
Home

Scottish

Mountains
Friendliness

Food

Architecture

Accommodation Great

Nature

Quality

Quality

Events
See
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29%
Special occasion

29%
Been before and wanted to return

29%
To visit particular attraction(s) in Scotland

29%
Visiting friends or family/have Scottish 

ancestry

27%
Scotland’s built and natural heritage

23%
Recommended by someone I know

22%
There was an event that I wanted to attend

21%
Scotland’s rich and diverse culture

18%
There were good deals (flights or 

accommodation) on offer

15%
Scotland’s reputation for a friendly and 

welcome reception

(Q. Thinking about when you made the decision to take your recent holiday or short break in 
Scotland, what were the things that influenced your decision? Base: 554)
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Weather
Cost

Accommodation

Travel

Time
None

TransportPlaces Expensive

Rural
Money

Abroad

Lack

People

Elsewhere

Cold
DistancePrices

CountryLGBT
Homophobia

Areas

Gay

Midges

For visitors from the rest of the UK (52%) and the rest of the world (59%), visiting family 
or friends or having Scottish ancestry were the largest factors. Other influences included 
being able to travel with pets, cost and taking romantic breaks with partners. 

There were a large number of factors that encourage people to want to holiday in 
Scotland. The beautiful nature of Scotland’s scenery and landscape, the friendliness of 
Scots, Scottish culture and history were prominent factors mentioned by participants.

“Friendly people, cool weather, liberal attitude compared to my home atmosphere, great 
beer and whisky, fascinating history, beautiful architecture, literary heritage, easy-to-
access and beautiful natural environment.” United States

(Q. What factors encourage you to want to holiday within Scotland? Base: 860)

The weather, cost and travel distance were the most mentioned factors that would 
influence LGBT travellers not to come to Scotland (the weather was mentioned by a 
considerable 42%). These are also some of the same key barriers to making a trip to 
Scotland among non-LGBT visitors.

“I’m still unsure about the reception from some smaller establishments with two women 
wanting a double room, particularly in the highlands and Islands. The weather!” 
Scotland

(Q. What factors encourage you to decide not to take a holiday? Base: 860)
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LGBT Travel 

When it comes to deciding where to go on holiday or take a short break, LGBT visitors 
consider the same aspects of travel as non-LGBT visitors, however, they also have to 
think about a range of other factors not necessarily always important to non-LGBT 
travellers. These often include how welcome they would be at certain destinations, how 
they would be treated at their accommodation and even how safe they would be walking 
down the street; all of which are fundamental considerations that drastically impact 
destination choices for LGBT visitors. 

Average Rating 

Interesting things to see and do 4.4

Safety 4.1

Local legal situation for LGBT people 4.1

Money 3.9

Accommodation 3.9

LGBT friendly reputation 3.8

Warm welcome on arrival 3.6

Good quality LGBT info/marketing 3.3

Distance of travel destination 3.2

LGBT specific nightlife 2.9

LGBT specific events 2.8

Family friendly 2.6

TOP MOST IMPORTANT FACTORS WHEN CHOOSING A TRAVEL DESTINATION
Interesting things to see and do, safety and the local legal situation for LGBT people are 
the top three most important factors for LGBT people when choosing a travel destination. 
Money and accommodation are considerations too, closely followed by LGBT friendly 
reputation and welcome. 
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In terms of perceptions of LGBT friendly destinations around the world, a combination 
of cities, regions and countries were spontaneously given by respondents. San Francisco 
was by far the most mentioned and maintains a worldwide reputation as an LGBT 
friendly destination. In Scotland, Glasgow and Edinburgh were perceived as the most 
LGBT friendly destinations.

1. San Francisco 2. Amsterdam 3. Berlin 4. London 5. Canada

6. New York 7. Brighton 8. Gran Canaria 9. Sydney 10. Netherlands

11. Spain 12. UK 13. Scandinavia 14. Sitges 15. Sweden

TOP 15 LGBT FRIENDLY PLACES 

(Q. When thinking about LGBT friendly destinations around the world, where comes to mind first? 
Base: 782)

84% of LGBT travellers familiarise themselves with the laws and customs of a destination 
before travel, 12% do not and 4% were unsure. Therefore, LGBT visitors tend to take extra 
care about local customs. 

“I would definitely avoid holidaying with my partner in any country I knew to have 
specific homophobic laws, so would check out the human rights record and find out what 
the legal situation is before travelling overseas.” Scotland

“Firstly want to know how not to offend people, not only in terms of LGBT but generally. 
Secondly, I want to know I can share a room with my partner and not have problems.” 
England

“Ignorance is no defence in law. When you visit another country you are a visitor and 
ambassador. Even laws you disagree with you must be prepared to comply with or 
choose a different destination.” Australia
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Perceptions of Scotland 

Over three quarters (77%) of respondents consider Scotland as an LGBT friendly destination, rising 
to 82% for those living in Scotland. For respondents living in the rest of the UK and the rest of the 
world this figure drops to 67% and 68% respectively. 

“Certainly - LGBT people are protected through legislation, equal marriage just been passed, main 
cities have thriving LGBT scenes, and the people as a whole are friendly and welcoming!” Northern 
Ireland

“I haven’t really heard either way, but I often regard no reputation as LGBT friendly as unfriendly, I 
find this is the safest approach to potentially hateful situations my partner and I could be victims of.” 
England

“Honestly, it hasn’t really been on my radar or neither a lot of my gay friends who live here in San 
Francisco but I would like to know more.” USA

However, a significant proportion of rest of UK travellers and travellers from outside the UK don’t 
know if Scotland is an LGBT friendly destination or not: 

Even among those who do feel Scotland is LGBT friendly, many more still have concerns and much 
of this is due to varying attitudes towards LGBT people depending on location with cities being 
perceived as more accepting and rural areas less accepting: 

“People’s attitudes are certainly rapidly changing towards LGBT people even in some fairly remote 
locations where people may be less inclined to welcome LGBT people with open arms.” Scotland

 “LGBT friendly in the cities, but I am less sure about more remote destinations (especially in the 
Highlands and Islands) and these are the areas I would really love to explore more.” Scotland

“Assumption is also that LGBT people will only want to visit the cities to go clubbing. There are also 
LGBT people who want to run, climb and cycle their way round Scotland’s amazing landscape and 
want to be assured of a good service regardless of which area of Scotland they are holidaying in.” 
Scotland

(Q. Would you consider Scotland as an LGBT friendly destination? Base: 880)

When asked what Scotland could do to provide an even warmer welcome to LGBT visitors many 
talked about providing more and better information for LGBT travellers. In short, LGBT visitors want 
to be made aware that Scotland is a safe and welcoming place for LGBT travellers. 
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Potential of Marriage Tourism 

On the 4th February 2014 the Scottish Parliament passed the Marriage and Civil Partnership 
(Scotland) Bill. The bill will allow same-sex couples to marry in Scotland for the first time. 
Scotland became the 17th country in the world to legalise same-sex marriages.

Scotland already has a considerable market in marriage tourism with 23% of all marriages 
coming from couples who live outside Scotland in 2011 and 24% in 2012. Almost half of 
these take place in Gretna (General Register Office for Scotland).

When considering what opportunities there might be to promote Scotland as a destination 
for same-sex marriages it is important to note that 39% of LGBT travellers would consider 
travelling abroad to get married in a country which has legalised same-sex marriage and 
84% of those (on average) said they would consider visiting Scotland to get married.

In terms of country of residence, unsurprisingly 90% of Scots would consider getting married 
in Scotland. Interestingly, 74% of rest of UK travellers and 70% of rest of world travellers (who 
would get married abroad) would consider a same-sex marriage in Scotland. Only 6% and 8% 
respectively would not consider a same-sex marriage in Scotland. 

These figures suggest there would be considerable opportunities for Scotland to market 
to couples as a destination for same-sex marriages, after the appropriate legislation is in 
place.
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Travel Information Needs 

Overall, internet searches dominate information needs (99%), followed by 
recommendations (85%), guidebooks (80%), brochures (61%) and social media (57%). 
Under half used mobile apps (45%). 

Before the trip, everyone looked online, 99% got recommendations, 93% got information 
from social media and 87% looked in guidebooks. 

During the trip, sources of information change somewhat with mobile apps (72%) utilised, 
guidebooks (69%) and internet search (62%) being most frequently used.

% Used for 
Information 

Before Trip During Trip

Internet search 99% 100% 62%

Recommendations e.g. from 
family, friends & colleagues 85% 99% 19%

Guidebooks 80% 87% 69%

Social media 57% 93% 48%

Brochures 61% 69% 58%

TV / Films / Documentaries 54% 99% 8%

National tourism organisations 51% 79% 47%

Books 51% 94% 33%

Mobile apps 45% 70% 72%

Newspaper travel supplements 32% 91% 20%

(Q. How do you get information about a destination both before you travel and/or during your trip? 
Base: 856)
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Overall, Google (87%) and travel websites (85%) were the most used websites for travel 
information; evidently for both before and during travel. These were followed by tourist 
board websites (74%) and individual business websites (55%). Of those that used Facebook 
(39%) and Twitter (19%), most used these before travel and quite often during the trip as 
well, in comparison to other websites.
 
During the holiday, Google remains popular (57%) followed by social media sites, Twitter 
(57%) and Facebook (54%). Overall, usage of these key websites drops for everyone whilst 
during the trip. 

% Usage Before Trip During Trip

Google 87% 96% 57%

Travel website (e.g. TripAdvisor) 85% 98% 38%

Tourist board websites 74% 96% 34%

Individual business website 55% 91% 48%

Facebook 39% 95% 54%

Twitter 19% 88% 57%

(Q. Which of the following website(s) do you use to get information before and / or during your trip? 
Base: 846)

Laptops are the most commonly used method of getting travel information, particularly 
before the trip. Mobile and Smart Phones were used more frequently during the trip than 
before. A high proportion have used Tablets both before (81%) and during (72%) the trip. 
Only 6% used desktop computers 

% Overall Usage Before Trip During Trip

Laptop 84% 97% 32%

Mobile/Smart Phone 78% 66% 87%

Tablet 48% 81% 72%

Desktop computer 46% 98% 6%

(Q. Which of the following website(s) do you use to get information before and / or during your trip? 
Base: 851)
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Social media websites were seen as popular tools both before and after holidays and short 
breaks with over three quarters of travellers using them to post photos or update a status. 
Leaving reviews on sites like Tripadvisor after a trip was also popular with over 9 in 10 users 
saying they had done so. 

% Overall Behaviour During Trip After 

Trip 87% 96% 57%

Uploaded photos (e.g. 
Facebook, Instagram) 88% 79% 85%

Updated Facebook status 81% 92% 67%

Left reviews on TripAdvisor 64% 23% 94%

Tweeted about trip 41% 88% 65%

Uploaded trip videos 34% 63% 82%

Blogged about trip 23% 43% 85%

Skype 34% 83% 48%

Instant Messaged via MSN 13% 87% 53%

None of these 3% 100% 73%

(Q. Which of the following do you do, both before and/or after your trip? Base: 471) 

Type of Information %

Accommodation 96.3%

Travel / getting there and around 92.3%

Things to see and do 95.4%

History 62.3%

Regions 36.6%

Maps 68.1%

Money 57.4%

Weather 69.9%

LGBT specific (please specify below) 52.7%

(Q. What type of information do you look for when it comes to travel information for your holidays or 
short breaks? Base: 857)

Accommodation, travel info and things to see and do were the most common information 
sought by travellers. LGBT specific information included getting information about LGBT 
friendly accommodation providers: LGBT bars, clubs, events and nightlife and legal status 
for LGBT people in destination countries. 
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MOBILE APPS
There are many different travel apps on the market place some giving specific information 
about a single destination and others more like mobile travel guides. Apps have both 
benefits and drawbacks in that they can provide up to date mapping and event information 
to travellers, but can be costly in foreign data charges.

Over half of travellers (56%) use travel apps on a smartphone, tablet or mobile device 
before or when they arrive in a destination. This figure was the same regardless of the 
traveller’s origin. Just under half of everyone who completed the survey answered whether 
they would pay for travel apps and of these individuals, 48% said they would be willing to 
pay a small fee to purchase one, with a further 24% saying they were not sure. Only 28% 
said they would not pay to purchase an app. 
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Suggestions for Improvement 

Asked what Scotland can do to provide an even warmer welcome to LGBT visitors in 2014 
and beyond many people talked about providing more and better information to LGBT 
travellers.

“Provide travel information that specifically targets the LGBT community” Canada

“Make sure LGBT are aware of Scotland being a safe and welcoming place; where they will 
have a great time!” USA

“Up to date information, have found myself current information several years out of date” Spain

“Mention us in ALL brochures and provide specific brochures and information on relevant 
websites and apps.” Australia

“More specific information about gay-friendly things to do and see on tourism/event 
websites” Germany
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Conclusions 

As evidenced in this research for LGBT visitors, the trip planning process, reasons to visit 
(or not), influences and travel information needs are all pretty much identical to any other 
visitor when choosing where to go on holiday. 

However, issues around safely, local legal situations for LGBT people and indeed how they 
can expect to be welcomed are key factors weighing on the minds of LGBT individuals when 
thinking about where to take their next trip. The last thing they want to do is to have to hide 
their identities whilst on a holiday or a short break, particularly same-sex couples.

Feeling welcome in Scotland is clearly very important to LGBT visitors. Whilst the 
perception of being welcome in Scotland is quite high among Scottish LGBT visitors (82%), 
there is still room for improvement among LGBT individuals from the rest of the UK (67%) 
and abroad (68%). A simple statement of an LGBT friendly welcome would likely provide 
a significant step towards improving Scotland’s reputation as a progressive, inclusive and 
safe place to visit. 

Opportunities around marriage tourism in light of recent changes in legislation clearly exist. 
With just under 4 in 10 LGBT travellers being open to travelling elsewhere to get married, 
84% of these would consider Scotland. It is clear the message of a warm and friendly 
welcome is necessary to ensure Scotland does not miss out on the economic benefits of 
this aspect of the LGBT market going forward. 
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